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HOMOTOPY GROUPS IN LIE FOLIATIONS
ENRIQUEMACIAS-VIRGOS
Abstract. According to the results of Fédida and Molino [9], the structure of
a G-Lie foliation F on a compact manifold M can be described by means of
four locally trivial fibre bundles. In this paper we study the relations that those
fibrations imply among the (rational) homotopy groups of: the manifold M,
the generic leaf L , its closure N = L , the basic manifold W , the Lie group
G, and the structural Lie group H. Also, we prove that those relations are a
particular case of an algebraic result concerning generalized homology theories.

1. Introduction
Lie foliations are a fruitful generalization of those defined by a closed 1form, as they play a central role in the theory of Riemannian foliations [9]. The
structure of Lie foliations on complete manifolds is nowadays well known (cf.
§2). However, a rather difficult problem is to find obstructions to the existence
of Lie foliations with given structural data (see [5]), or to classify them for a
fixed (co)dimension. Also, it is an open question when foliations with special
topological properties (e.g. all leaves are dense and contractible) do exist for a
given transverse structure (see [6] and [8]).
Many of the known results on those and related topics involve homotopical
and homological properties, and make a wide use of the various fibrations that

describe the structure of a Lie foliation.
In this article we systematically study the relations that those fibrations imply
among the (rational) homotopy groups of several manifolds and Lie groups.
Namely, if F is a G-Lie foliation on Af with generic leaf L, we consider (cf.
§3) the homotopy exact sequences of:
• the developing map of F ;
• the fibration defined by the closures N = L of the leaves;
• the basic manifold W as an homogeneous space of G ;
• the developing map of the induced 77-Lie foliation on N.
In §4 we show how the fundamental groups and holonomy morphisms associated to F are related. In §5 we focus our attention on higher homotopy
groups, and we construct two complexes of abelian groups:
... -» nA(L) -» nA(M) -» nA(W) -» 7t3(77) -» n2(L) -* n2(M) -> 0
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and
... - n5(W) -» 7t4(77) -» 7Z3(L)- zr3(Af) -» zr3(W7)-►0 -♦ 0

which we prove (Theorem 5.1) to have isomorphic homology groups.
As a matter of fact, the complexes above are the top and the bottom lines of
the following commutative diagram

...-►
/

nA(W)
\

(1)

...-»

ji3W

-

m(H)

/
>r3(7V)

-

\

*3(Af)

n2(L)

/*
zr3(G)

-»

—
\

n2(M)

/
ít2(/V)

^(^

-

-»
\

0
/

0

0

which we call the Zzrazzf
of the Lie foliation F ; it is built-up from the four homotopy exact sequences defined in §3. Let us remark that each exact sequence has
a sinusoidal shape. Another braid appears when we consider rational homotopy
groups nn ® Q instead of the abelian groups nn, n > 2.
Then we state several corollaries, to exhibit some nontrivial relations that
Theorem 5.1 implies. For example (Proposition 5.2), Af, N and L must
have isomorphic rational homotopy groups n2n ® Q in even degrees.
Finally, we remark that diagram (1) is a particular case of a more general
result (§6) concerning any generalized homology theory [2]. In this paper we do
not intend to apply that result to other settings than Lie foliations, but rather
to present it as a tool in the study of homotopy groups.
More precisely, let T be a functor, from a suitable category of topological
pairs into the category of graded abelian groups, provided with a natural transformation d(x,A) '■T(X, A) —>T(A, 0) of degree -1, such that the following
sequence is exact
T(X,A)^T(X,0)

I» /

T(A,0)

Then, to each triad B c A c X we associate two complexes (depending on
whether we take even or odd degrees at (X, A)) of abelian groups

...^Tn(X,A)^

Tn_x(A,B) d^"] Tn.2'B) 4 Tn.2(X) ^ Tn_2(X, A) -»...

which arise from the following commutative diagram of pairs

(2)

B -^—>

A

-^-^

(A,B)

II

i' , I'

B —^

X

-4-+(X,B)

(X,A) =

(X,A)

and we prove in §7 that both complexes have isomorphic homology groups (for
suitably taken degrees).
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2. Lie foliations

The structure of Lie foliations on complete manifolds was studied by Hermann [7], Fédida [3] and Molino [9] among others. We now summarize their
results and establish our notation.
Let Af be a connected complete manifold. If a>x : TXM —>g is a 1-form on
Af with values in the Lie algebra g, such that
• co is of maximal rank zz= dim g,

• dco + \[œ, co]= 0,
then Ker cox is a completely integrable distribution on Af, and the associated

foliation F is called a Q-Liefoliation.
(a) Developing map. There exists a regular covering p : M —>M such that

the lifting p*F of F to Af is the simple foliation defined by a locally trivial
fibre bundle D : M -> G, for G the simply-connected Lie group associated
with a.

(b) Holonomy morphism. Let Xq, Xq be fixed base points in Af, Af, resp.,
with p(xq) = Xo, D(xo) = e (= the unit element of G). The representation

h :nx(M, xo) -> G
given by h[a] = D(ä(l)), ä(0) = x0, pà = a, verifies that Ker/z = zri(Af).
Moreover, the developing map D is /z-equivariant, that is,

D(y(x)) = D(x)y Vx£M,y£Y,
where the so-called holonomy group Y = im h is the group of deck transformations of the covering p , acting on G by right translations.
The leaf space of F is then G/Y (a possibly non-Hausdorff space), and there
is a commutative diagram

M —?—+ G

-I
Af -►

1
G/Y

We remark that all leaves of F are diffeomorphic to the fibre L of D, and
that they are dense in Af if and only if Y is dense in G.
(c) Basic fibration. Let Y be the closure of Y = im h in G, Ye the path
connected component of e . As for all transversely complete foliations [9], the
closures N - L of the leaves of F are the fibres of some locally trivial fibre
bundle B : M -y W. In our case, W = G/Y and B(x) = [D(x)], p(x) = x .
(d) Structural Lie algebra. Let us consider the foliation To determined by
F on each fibre N = L of B. Then 7b turns out to be a h-Lie_foliation with
dense leaves, for h the Lie algebra of the connected Lie group Ye.
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Let 77 be the simply-connected Lie group associated with fj. For the induced
foliation Tb we shall also have a covering p0 : N —>N, a developing map
Do : N -» 77, and a holonomy morphism ho : nx(N) —►
77, with To = im/zo
the group of deck transformations of p0 . It is a dense subgroup of 77 because
the leaves of Fq are dense in N.

Remark 2.1. It is worthy of note that the Lie algebra g is not intrinsic, but
h certainly is. Suppose the foliation F is defined by another g'-valued form
(actually, there are examples with nonisomorphic Lie algebras g' and g, see
[9]); since the covering Af depends only on nx(L), the new developing map
would be D' : M —►
G', and there is a diffeomorphism d : G « G' given by
d(g) = D'(x) with D(x) —g . It turns out to be that d is a group isomorphism
when restricted to Y, so d is a Lie group isomorphism when the leaves are
dense. In any case, the homotopy groups nn(G) will be structural data.

3. Homotopy sequences
Throughout this section, all group sequences will be exact. They will arise as
the homotopy sequences of the several fibrations we associated in §2 to the Lie

foliation F.

___

___

(a) First, since Af is a covering of Af, we have nn(M) = n„(M) for all
n > 2; also, ni(L) = zti(Af) = Ker/z because n2(G) = 0 for all Lie groups.

Then we obtain

(3)

1->■*,(£)-*!(.M)-r-i

from the holonomy morphism h , and

(4)

... -> m(M) -> ?r3(G)- m(L) -» n2(M) -» 0

from the developing map D.
The same holds for the foliation Fq , so we have

(5)

l-*x,(I,)-»*!(#)-»

Io-»1

and
(6)

... -

m(N) -» ;r3(77) - 7T2(L)- 7r2(/V) -» 0.

(b) Now, there is a long exact sequence
(7)

... -» tt4(^)

- 7r3(77) -» zr3(G) -» zt3(^) -» 0.

In fact, since 77 is the universal covering of Ye , we have 77/K = Ye for the
central discrete subgroup K - ni(Ye) of 77. Also, 7r„(77) = n„(Ye) for all
zz> 2. The universal covering of the basic manifold W —G/Y is the simplyconnected group G/re, then nx(W) = Y/Ye and n„(W) = nn(G/Ye) for all
n > 2. But n2 = 0 for the Lie group Ye, so sequence (7) arises from the
fibration G -* G/Ye, because n2(W) —nx(Ye) = K.
(c) Finally, we study the homotopy sequence of the basic fibration B. We
will have

(8)

0-+7i2(W) ^ nx(N) ^ nx(M) ^ nx(W) ^ 0

and
(9)

... -» n3(M) -» ä3( W) -» n2(N) -* n2(M) -» 0.
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To prove this, we remark that the morphism B# : n2(M) —>n2(W) factors
through 7i2(G) = 0 via the developing map D, because p# : n2(M) = n2(M) is
an isomorphism for the covering p , and B(x) = [D(x)], p(x) = x. So B# = 0
at degree 2, which means that the connecting morphism d : n2(W) —>ni(N) is
injective. In other words, some intermediate covering of Af fibres over G/Ye.

4. Fundamental

groups

The results in this section will not be used elsewhere, but they clarify the
relations among the various groups we have introduced. They explain why the
abelian groups nn, n > 2 (excepting n2(W)) serve to build-up a complex
(cf. §5) which has nothing to do with fundamental groups. On the other hand,
n2(W) can be identified with a central subgroup K of 77.
As we have seen in §3, the connecting morphism d : n2(W) -> %i(N) in the
homotopy sequence of the basic fibration is injective. Then we have an exact
sequence
0 -> n2(W) -» nx(N) h nx(M) ^ %X(W)-* 1
with nx(W) = Y/Ye , n2(W) = m(Ye).

Proposition 4.1. (a) The image of nx(N) -4 7îi(Af) -» Y is Y n Ye.
(b) The morphism n2(W) -» nx(N) -+ To is the inclusion K —^i(re) c Y0.
Moreover, for the developing map D : M —>G, the inverse image D~x(Ye)
is a covering of N = L, with group Y C\Ye of deck transformations, and

Yq/K = YnYe while H/K = F,.
Then we have the following commutative diagram of groups with exact rows
and columns

(10)

0 ->

n2(W) -►

I
o-►

k

0

0

I

I

7ix(L) =^=

7ti(L)

nx(N) ->

nx(M) -►

i
-►

r0

-*

I
-►

r

I

I

0

0

0

nx(W) -►

0

II
-►

Y/Ye ->

o

Corollary 4.2. (a) There is an exact sequence of groups 1 -» Y n Ye -» Y ->

Y/Ye -+ 1, that is, Vy £ Y, 3y e Y such that y = y • a(l) for some path a in
Y with_a(0) =_e.
(b)Y = Y-Ye.
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(c)iy(rnre)

= r/r._

(d) T n Ye is dense in Ye.

5. The braid of a Lie foliation

We now merge the four exact sequences (4), (6), (7) and (9) of §3, to obtain
the braid of the Lie foliation F (diagram (1) in §1).
It turns out that diagram (1) is commutative, because we have identified the
higher homotopy groups of each manifold with those of some covering.
So, to each Lie foliation we can attach two complexes (depending on whether
we take even or odd degrees at W) of abelian groups:
(11)

... ^ nn(L) - nn(M) - nn(W) - zr„_,(77) -» 7Z„_2(L)

ending at ... —>7r2(Af) -> 0 (zz even) or ... -» 7t3(W/)—*0 (n odd), which
correspond to the bottom and top lines of diagram (1).
Theorem 5.1. (a) The two complexes (11) have isomorphic homology groups.
(b) The same result is true if we consider rational homotopy groups nn(X)®Q
and complexes of rational vector spaces (instead of the abelian groups n„(X),
n>2).

For a fibration F -» E -> B we identify nn(E, F) with n„(B). In this
manner Theorem 5.1 becomes a particular case of a more general result concerning generalized homology theories, that we will prove in §7. In order to
understand the analogy with diagram (2) in §1, one can imagine that there is an
(up to homotopy) commutative diagram

(12)

L ->

N -►

77

II

i

i

L -►

M -►

G

I

1

W=

W

We now prove some consequences of Theorem 5.1.

Proposition 5.2. For any Lie foliation we have:
(a) The inclusions induce isomorphisms n2n(L)®Q = 7r2„(7.)<g>Q
= n2n(M)®Q

for all n > 0 ;
(b) The projection induces epimorphisms

n2n+x(M) ® Q —►
n2n+x(W) ® Q for

all zz> 1 ;
(c) For each n > 2 there is the following commutative diagram, with exact
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rows and columns :

0

0

1

I

n2n(W)®q

-

I
0 -►

7r2„_,(L)®Q -►

II
0 -y

n2n-X(L)®Q -►

I

n2n-X(L)®Q -►

I

n2„-X(H)®Q -►

0

I

n2n-X(M)®Q -►

I
n2n-i(W)®q

n2n(W)®q

n2n-X(G)®Q -►

0

I
=

n2n-X(W)®Q

I

I

0

0

Proof. For the Lie groups G and 77, 7r„ <g>
Q = 0 Vzz> 2. Moreover [4],
the rational connecting morphism is zero in odd degrees for the fibrations with
simply-connected base D : M —yG and 7>o: N —>77.
Corollary 5.3. For the rational homotopy groups of a Lie flow, we have
(a)n2n(M)®q = 0 V« > 1 ;
(b)n2n(W)®Q = 0 V/z>2;
(c) 7c2n+x(M)®q^n2n+x(G)®Q^n2n+x(W)®q
Vzz> 1.
Proof. For a Lie flow (that is L = R or L = Sx), the closure N of any leaf is
a torus [1].
Proposition 5.4. Fora G-Lie foliation, the following statements are equivalent:
(a) G is a contractible Lie group ;
(b)nn(L)^nn(M)Vn>2;
(c) The inclusion L c M induces an isomorphism n2(L) = n2(M) and an
epimorphism

(13)

m(L)^m(M);

(d) The inclusion N c Af induces an isomorphism n2(N) = k2(M) and the
following are epimorphisms :

(14)
7T3(Z)- m(M),
n4(G/Y) - 7r3(F).
Proof. It is well known that a Lie group G is contractible if and only if nx(G)
and 7t3(G) are trivial.
We remark that the maps (13) and (14) are always injective in rational homotopy because 714(G)® Q = 0. There are analogous conditions for the structural
Lie group 77 to be contractible.
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Also remark that for a nilpotent foliation on a compact manifold,
normal subgroup of G, then n2(W) = 0.

Ye is a

6. HOMOLOGY THEORIES

In order to prove Theorem 5.1 it is easiest to work in the more general setting
of homology theories. Usually, a homology theory is defined as a functor T,
from a suitable category of topological pairs into the category of graded abelian
groups, which is subject to several axioms [2]. We will consider a generalized
version of those homology theories, as we only impose the following

Axiom 6.1. For each n £ Z there exists a natural transformation
d(x,A) ■T„(X,A)

-y Tn_x(A)

such that the following sequence is exact,

(15)
... - T„(A)h Tn(X) p-*>
Tn(X, A) 4 TH-X(A)
for i:(A,0)^(X,
0) and p : (X, 0) -» (X, A).
Well-known examples of such homology theories are singular homology (with
abelian coefficients), homotopy and rational homotopy groups. Sequence (15)
is called the long exact sequence of the pair (X, A). As it is customary, we
denote (/>»the group morphism T„(<¡>): Tn(X, A) —►
T„(Y, B) corresponding
to a map cj>:(X,A)-*(Y,B),
and we write T„(X) instead of T„(X, 0). A
direct consequence of the axiom above is that T„(X, X) = 0 for all X.
To each triad B c Ac X we associate the following commutative diagram

T(B) —£-»

I
(16)

T(A)

-J^^

T(A,B)

I1*

T(B) —£—► T(X)

I'1

—ÍÍ—»T(X,B)

p.

I*
T(X,A) -

T(X,A)

which involves four long exact sequences. Three of them correspond to the
pairs (A, B), (X, A) and (X, B). The fourth is the so-called long sequence

of the triad B cAcX,

... - Tn(A,B) 4 Tn(X, B) PXTn(X, A) £ Tn.x(A, B) ^ ...
where d' is the composition
Tn(X, A) d[X->A)
Tn-i(A) % Tn-i(A,B).

By only using the axiom above, it is not hard to prove that the long sequence
of any triad B c Ac X is exact [2]. Of course, when B, A or X turn out to
be 0 one recovers the exact sequence of a pair.
7. Braids

We shall associate to each triad B c Ac X two complexes of abelian groups
which will have isomorphic homology groups.
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For each zz£ Z let us consider the sequence

... -» Tn(X,A) & Tn„i(A,B)d{A->B)
Tn.2(B) 4 Tn_2(X) h Tn_2(X, A)-*...
which arises from diagram (16). Actually, we obtain two sequences

(17)

...-» t2(x, A) - r,(^, ä) - r0(fi) - r0(Z) -» r0(x, ¿) -»...

and
(18)

... - 7,(7?) -» 7,(Z) - 7, (A", A) - r0(¿, 5) -» 71,(7?)

depending on whether we take even or odd degrees at (X, A).
Our main result in this section is that the complexes (17) and (18) have the
same homology groups, at corresponding places when the degrees are suitably
chosen. To avoid tedious notations, we will denote HTn(Y, Z) the homology
group of each complex (17) or (18) at the place Tn(Y, Z), for (Y, Z) a topo-

logical pair. For instance, HT0(B) = YLerf/lmg
Tq(X) in complex (17).

for TX(A,B) ■£ TQ(B) -i

Theorem 7.1. (a) HTn+x(X, A) = HT„(B).
(b) HTn(X) = HTn(A,B).
In order to prove Theorem 7.1, we begin by merging the four exact sequences
associated to the triad B c A c X. We obtain the following diagram, which
generalizes diagram (1). We remark that each exact sequence has a sinusoidal
shape, while the top and bottom lines are just the sequences (17) and (18):

(19)
...^

Tn(X,A)
/
\

...-»

-»

/
Tn-X(A)
/
\
T„_X(B)
-»

Tn-X(A,B)

\

->
\

Tn_2(B)
/

\

T„_X(X,B)
/

\

TR-x(X)

Tn_2(X)

-

-

/

\

\

/

Tn-2(A)

/

Tn_x(X,A)

Tn_2(X,A)...
/

Tn_2(X,B)

T„-2(A,B)

\

-

T„-3(B)...

Remark 7.2. One could consider a third complex

...->T„-i(A)->Tn-i(X,B)^Tn-2(A)^...
for which there are vertical chain maps to complexes (17), (18), that induce the
null morphism in homology.
Proposition 7.3. Diagram (19) is commutative, and the sequences (17) and (18)
are complexes of abelian groups.

The proof is straightforward.

Remark 7.4. According to Munkres [11, Ex. 1, p. 148], we call diagram (19) a
braid. To the best of our knowledge, it appeared for the first time in [12], where
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it was due to Kervaire. In Wall's article, the diagram was a tool for studying
the exactness of the four involved sequences. An analogous diagram appears in
the setting of CIF-complexes as a part of the spectral sequence associated to
the filtration by the skeletons. See for example [10].

Proof of Theorem 7.1. We will give a general proof of Theorem 7.1 for any
commutative diagram
An
/

(20)

An—i
\

B„

/

\

\

/

7in_i
\

/
A'

2?„_2
A1

An

An-\

where all sequences
...

il

—y An+2

an+2

n

—y rsn+x

ßn+l

A

—> An+\

A%1

A

a"

U

—y A.„ —y tfn-X

*"-'

A'

—> An_\

ßit-2an-\

—►

are supposed to be exact.
Let A be the complex A„, with differential dA : An —>An_x given by
dn — ßn-iotn ■ Analogously,

we define B - (Bn, dB) with <9// = a„ß„ = a'nß'n ,

and A' = (A'„ , dA') with d'H= ß'n_xa'n .

One can check in all cases that 9„_,d„ —0.
We are interested in the homology groups of the three complexes A , B and
A'. It is rather obvious that a, a', ß , and ß' are chain maps, so we have
morphisms

a» : 77„(^) -+ H„_X(B),
ß* : Hn(B) ^ H„(A),

a\ : H„(A') - T7„_,(f?),
ß'n : Hn(B) -+ Hn(A'),

such that
ß*n-\a*n

= ßl„-XOi»n

= a'tn_ißtn

= ß'*n-XOL*n = 0.

Proposition 7.5. There exist unique inverse isomorphisms /* : 77(^4) = H(A')

and g* : H (A') s 77(^) such that a'J* = a,, fb* = ßi and g,ß't = ß»,
a*g* = a',.

Proof. Indeed, this is equivalent to the butterfly lemma in [10, p. 71] or braid
lemma in [11, p. 148].
Let [x] be in H„(A), that is x £ An and dA(x) = 0. Then ßn-Xan(x) =
0. By exactness at 5„_,, 3z £ A'„ such that a'n(z) = a„(x). Let us define
f*[x] = [z] £ Hn(A'), with z being a cycle because
dA'(z) = ß'n_la'n(z) = ß'n_lan(x)

= 0.

To see that /* is well defined, let us take z' £ A'n with a'n(z') = an(x). Then
a'n(z' - z) — 0 so that z' —z = dn+x(w), w £ A'n+X, and hence [z'] = [z].
Moreover, if x = dA(y), y £ An+X then x = ßnan+x(y), an+x(y) £ Bn , so
f*[x] = [z] for z = ß'„a'n+l(y) because
a'nß'nan(y)

= anßnan+x(y)

= an(x);

but z = ß'nan+x(y) = 0 by exactness at B„ .
The definition obviously implies that <*'„„/*= a„,.
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Also, d(x) = 0 implies that 3a £ Bn with ßn(a) = x by exactness at An,
and
d(a)

= anßn(a)

= a'nß'n(a);

thus, fi[x] = [ß'n(a)]. This shows f*ßt = ß't.
Now we observe that for any other a' £ Bn with ßn(a') = x, we have
f*[x] = [ßn(d)] because ßn(a' - a) = 0, that is a' - a = a'n+i(w), w £ A'n+l

by exactness at Bn . Then
ß'n(a'-a)

= ß'na'n+x(w) = dA'(w).

This gives an alternative definition of /*.
In exactly the same way we can define and handle g*. To prove fi.g* = id,
gtf* = id, we use the alternative definitions to see that f[x] — [z], a'n(z) =
a„(x), imply g„[z] = [x].
Uniqueness is easy to prove.
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